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Description of item
We have $5200 for future decisions.
We are spending the budget at about the right rate to end it at the
end of the year.
Today amount in account is ~$11700 but after date night Kick
Secretaryboxing, and Rocking on ice, we effectively have ~$9000 in
2/6/2013 9:13:40 Treasurer
Budget overview
account.
We'd like to bring Rosalita's puppets back to Westgate. We've
always had a great turn out for this event and think it would be
Parents Resource Rosalita's Puppet great to do it in March in the lounge while the weather is still cold.
2/5/2013 21:41:14 Coordinators
Show
It would be on Saturday March 9th at 11:00am.
We are thinking to find a taxes consultant and organize a
workshop in Westgate. The aim is to give general orientation
about us taxes and to answer general questions (it should not be
an individual consultation). We think that's is very important for
international student especially for the new ones. MIT does not
offer any kind of support on this matter. We already asked to
Couples Resource
Naomi and she will help us to find someone, anyway we want to
2/6/2013 10:04:53 Coordinators
Taxes consultant discuss about that with you and have your opinion.
We're asking funding for this semester's Floor Rep program.
Recycling and
Same budget as past semesters. FYI, in the last semester,
Floor Rep
averagely, Highrise attendance rate is about 4/10 each floor, and
2/6/2013 16:47:36 Coordinators
Floor Rep Program Lowrise is 5/6 each entry way. Total cost is about $1300.
The Spring funding board application will be end in Mar 3. We are
thinking about discuss the details in next WEC meeting. As last
Funding Board
year, we will bring out the Spring Brunch proposal together with
2/7/2013 10:54:14 President
Application
PRC. Any feedback or comment for spring brunch?
We would like to discuss and perhaps vote on the option of
Bus for snow
having a bus to take residents to the snow tubing, or letting
2/7/2013 15:54:27 Social Chair
tubing?
residents get there on their own.
We would like to do the following:
1- Go through the wiki together in it's current state, determine
areas to be updated & improved.
2- Discuss how the wiki can be improved overall to better suit the
current needs of WEC
Graduate
3- Delegate improvements/updates throughout members of WEC
2/5/2013 15:22:38 Coordinators
Update to Wiki
& GCs.
We would like to ask if someone wants to take over producing the
ice skating event, as we are already busy producing other events
this semester.
The skating arena is booked to Saturday 3/23 2-4, all that needs
2/6/2013 21:36:57 Social Chair
Ice Skating social to be done is to secure funding and bring some food&drinks.

2/21/2013 11:15: Graduate
35 Coordinators

Title of Item

Update to Wiki

We would like to review the wiki and accomplish these things:
1- Decide what needs to be updated on the wiki
2- Decide how the wiki would be most useful for current
committee members
3- Delegate who will update/revise parts of the wiki
4- Determine a WEC chair who will oversee the wiki

If your item
requires money
from the budget,
please write down
Rank the priority of the amount you
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are requesting.
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Item Type

Discussed

$300 Approved

Discussed, idea
approved

1

1800 $1600 approved
Spring brunch will
be ask for funding
from GSC medium
event

1

Bus was approved
450 for $550

3

Yadid suggested
to make a google
doc for improving
the wiki

3

Event cancelled

2

Partly discussed,
no WEC chair is
yet to be
responsible, each
will update their
own.

